
Flashback

Year 2 
Explanation



Year 2 Explanation
• Simple sentences with a capital letter and full stop
• Use co-ordinating conjunction ‘and’ 1
• Use co-ordinating conjunction ‘and’ 2
• Use of question mark 1
• Use of question mark 2
• Use exclamation mark 1
• Use exclamation mark 2
• Present and past tense verbs
• What is a verb?
• Present and past tense verbs



What is an explanation text?

Can you think of an 
explanation 
text 
that you have written or 
read?



What is an explanation text?

Can you think of an explanation text that you have read?





Features of an explanation text?

Name two 
features of 
an 
explanation 
text.



How?

Why?

When?

Where?

What are the 4 questions that we should 
consider when writing explanation texts?



True or false – are these 
features of Explanation 
text



Have you got 
any top tips to 
help make your 
explanation 
texts more 
interesting?



Flashback

Year 2 
Narrative



Year 1 Narrative
• What type of stories do you know?
• Simple sentences
• Extending sentences to include ‘and’
• Simple present tense 
• Correct the sentence 1
• Correct the sentence 2
• Order the sentences



What types of stories do you know?
What is another name for a story? F_____n

What features do you need in a story?

Choose from below: 

tick if true                   cross for false 

characters      plot       something exciting happens

a start           a middle            an ending   ends with ‘The End’



Simple sentences
Put the sentence into order to make 
sense.

What does a simple sentence need to 
have?

Extend the sentences using conjunction 
‘and’

Capital letter
Full stop
Conjunction 

riding wolf the hiding was 
red from little hood

forest was the with rows of 
tall trees covered green



Extending sentences to add ‘and’

Why do we add ‘and’ to 
sentences?

Extend the sentence to make it 
more exciting.

Capital letter

Full stop

Conjunction ‘and’

Jack began to climb the 
beanstalk and …

Little Red Riding Hood stared 
at Grandma and …



Simple present  tense words

What does present tense mean?

What is a verb?

Find the present tense for these 
verbs?

skipped

get
walked

looked

strolled



Correct the sentence 1

the big bad wolf 
hid behind the 
enormous tree 
and watched little 
red riding hood 
walk towards the 
cottage



Correct the sentence 2

little red riding 
hood skipped 
happily through 
the woods



Order the sentences

Then the seeds began to grow and grow and grow.

One day the farmer planted the seeds.

The farmer pulled and pulled but he could not pull the turnip out of the 
ground.

Finally with some help from his many friends the turnip was pulled out 
of the ground.



Flashback

Year 2 
Narrative



Year 1 Narrative
• What type of stories do you know?
• Simple sentences
• Extending sentences to include ‘and’
• Simple present tense 
• Correct the sentence 1
• Correct the sentence 2
• Order the sentences



What types of stories do you know?
What is another name for a story? F_____n

What features do you need in a story?

Choose from below: 

tick if true                   cross for false 

characters      plot       something exciting happens

a start           a middle            an ending   ends with ‘The End’



Simple sentences
Put the sentence into order to make 
sense.

What does a simple sentence need to 
have?

Extend the sentences using conjunction 
‘and’

Capital letter
Full stop
Conjunction 

riding wolf the hiding was 
red from little hood

forest was the with rows of 
tall trees covered green



Extending sentences to add ‘and’

Why do we add ‘and’ to 
sentences?

Extend the sentence to make it 
more exciting.

Capital letter

Full stop

Conjunction ‘and’

Jack began to climb the 
beanstalk and …

Little Red Riding Hood stared 
at Grandma and …



Simple present  tense words

What does present tense mean?

What is a verb?

Find the present tense for these 
verbs?

skipped

get
walked

looked

strolled



Correct the sentence 1

the big bad wolf 
hid behind the 
enormous tree 
and watched little 
red riding hood 
walk towards the 
cottage



Correct the sentence 2

little red riding 
hood skipped 
happily through 
the woods



Order the sentences

Then the seeds began to grow and grow and grow.

One day the farmer planted the seeds.

The farmer pulled and pulled but he could not pull the turnip out of the 
ground.

Finally with some help from his many friends the turnip was pulled out 
of the ground.



Flashback

Year 2 
Non-chronological
Reports



Year 1 Non-chronological Reports

• What texts and books can you see?
• How many fact books do you know?
• Simple sentences 1
• Simple sentences 2
• Sort the tenses
• Correct the sentence 1
• Correct the sentence 2



What type of book and 
texts 
can you see?

These are examples of non-chronological texts.
What does chronological mean?
In what other subject have you heard this word before?

What is the opposite of chronological?



How many fact books do you know?

Discuss as a class how 
many different non-
fiction books they can 
name



Simple sentences 1

What does a simple sentence 
need to have?

Put the sentences into order to 
make sense.

Capital letter

Full stop

lived years 
dinosaurs ago many



Simple sentences 2

What does a simple sentence 
need to have?

Put the sentences into order to 
make sense.

Capital letter

Full stop

have some long 
beards black pirates



Sort words into past and present tense 

What does present tense mean?

What does past tense mean?

sail

shouted

swept
shout

sweep

sailed



Correct the sentence 1 – what is missing?

blackbeard
had a long 
beard which he 
tied with 
ribbons



Correct the sentence 2 – what is missing?

some pirates 
had a wooden 
leg and a hook 
for a hand



Flashback

Year 2 
Recount



Year 1 Recount

• Retell events in time order

• Find time order words

• Simple sentences

• Past tense words



Retell events in time order

A trip to the Zoo

At the end of the day, we 
went home. 
When we got there, we went to 
see the elephants.
First, I went to the zoo with my 
mum and dad.
After lunch, we fed the birds in 
the park.

Put the sentences in order 
to make sense?



Find time order words
A trip to the Zoo

At the end of the day, we went 
home. 

When we got there, I went to see 
the elephants.

First, I went to the zoo with my 
mum and dad.

After lunch, we fed the birds in 
the park.

Find the time order 
words?



Simple sentences

Put the sentences into order to 
make sense.

What does a simple sentence 
need to have?

Capital letter

Full stop

the  mat   sat on the cat

fast  is the train



Who? What? Where? When?



Who? What? Where? When?

Little Red Riding Hood –
Who?
What?
Where?
When?



Past tense words

What does past tense mean?

Can you complete the past tense 
words?

• wash   =

• pick     =

• play     =

• need    =



Write in the past tense

Write the past tense to 
these words

brushed
walked
played





A phrase is a group of 
words that work 

together:
my cute puppy

A noun phrase is a group 
of words that have a 
noun as a key word:
The year two class



Look at the last sentence and find the noun phrase



What is an adjective?
Name three adjectives


